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Greetings from
Cherry Creek Now Magazine

This is such a great time of year … the weather 

is perfect, patios are open, and Cherry Creek 

North is buzzing with new energy! 

This is a special issue for us as we feature 

wedding resources in the neighborhood, and how 

to enjoy a date night starting with dessert! We learn 

how to reinvigorate our bodies as Orangetheory 

Fitness takes hold in Denver.  Also, Elizabeth 

Hughes gives us fun action-packed information on 

traveling to Arizona for spring break or just a quick 

getaway!

 Special events such as graduations, proms, the 

Kentucky Derby, and of course weddings, make this 

an exceptionally exciting time.

As always the magazine tries to incorporate 

an upcoming charity event that is not only a great 

party but also raises money for an important cause.  

This issue we chose “Jockeys, Juleps, and Jazz”, an 

event benefiting MyLifeline.org. Cancer Foundation. 

Unfortunately cancer has affected all of our lives in 

some way and this organization is a wonderful one!

Cherry Creek North is bustling with many 

events including Colorado Shops for Kids and the 

Cherry Creek Arts Festival, so check out the website 

CherryCreekNorth.com for more information!

    Enjoy!

    Elizabeth Hamilton 

    Publisher/Editor

    CherryCreekNow.com
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As we enter the first half of 2015, I 
think about my 27 years of being in 
this industry, as well as the hundreds of 
thousand faces I have seen in those 27 
years. It all brings me to one conclusion…
women want makeup to be simple, and 
not to spend a lot of time doing it.

So my idea is to take you back to basics 
in this issue and tell you exactly what you 
need for a simple quick 3 to 5 minute 
application. We have to be serious, most 
women do not want to spend more time 
than that, correct?

So lets get started with the basics!

1) Concealer: Concealer can change 
your life! It can take the raccoon look 
away and make you look like you did 
truly have 8 hours of sleep. I sometimes 
think just this alone on a quick Saturday 
might be all you need.

Pick the right concealer, look for a texture 
that is creamy, but not greasy, and smooth 
to touch. I always look for opacity and 
not heaviness. The difference of an opaque 
concealer covers but does not look heavy. 
The heavy concealers tend to fall into 

lines. I do have a saying “ I would rather 
see a few lines as you age, rather than 
looking like someone has beaten you”.

Find the right color, make sure that it is 
skin tone correct, and not too white. The 
biggest mistake I find is women use a 
color too light or too white.

Wondering where to apply it? Fill the 
ocular cavity, making sure you get it into 
the inside corner (that tends to be the 
darkest area of a circle).

2) Foundation: I apply foundation to 
make a person’s skin appear smooth. I 
believe beauty is in seeing the skin, so 
only apply where it is needed. Celebrate 
your bright and healthy looking skin. 
If you do not need it all over DO NOT 
apply it everywhere! 

Pick the right foundation. Foundation 
is one of the MOST important, yet 
expensive items that you are going to have 
to buy. Do not skimp!! Make sure you 
buy the right foundation for you, your 
skin type, and your skin tone. 

Try to go foundation shopping during the 
day this way you can take a mirror and 

see how it looks in natural light. The base 
of your foundation is very important, 
98% of all women are yellow based, so do 
not look for a pink-based foundation.

Pick the right texture, drier skin tends to 
like something more moisture rich, liquid 
or crème. Oilier skin, always go for an oil 
free liquid or powder. Mineral powder is 
always great for this skin type. Normal 
to dry or normal to oily, you have a ton 
of options at your fingertips. Crème, 
compact, powder, liquid…..the options go 
on and on! Please make sure the color you 
choose disappears onto your face.

3) Brows: I feel brows are one of the most 
important features of a face. 

Start with having a great brow shaping.  
I always suggest they ONLY tweeze, 
never wax. Waxing will take too many 
hairs off at one time – it makes it too easy 
to give an overall exaggerated brow. You 
are born with the shape that naturally 
works with your eyes and face, now tame 
it and enhance the You. I have seen in 
some instances that it will be a non- 
surgical eye lift!

by Michael Moore

Get Back to the Basics
walk out of the house and simply feel your BEST!

“find the color that excites you and makes you feel alive.”

SKIN CARE TIPS & TECHNIQUES



If you have to fill the brows in do so! 
They are the true frame to your eye, 
which is the ultimate frame to your face.

4) EYE LINER: This is an essential step for 
most women who are not born with those 
big thick comb like eyelashes. I keep it 
simple and easy. Use a gel-based liner. 
They tend to be more water resistant, this 
will ensure staying power all day.

Apply the liner to your top lashes. From 
the underside of the lashes, right onto 
the root of the lashes where it grows out 
of the skin. Make sure it’s not on the 
water line! When doing this method, 
stay to the basics of liner colors, Brown, 
Black, as well as Navy. Navy is one of my 
favorites for women over the age of 40, it 
will instantly give you a more rested look 
to the eye.

5) Mascara: This is especially important 
for the ladies with lighter lashes. It gives 
you an instant uplift to the face, and 
pulls the attention away from anything 
hiding under the eye. I am a stickler to 
make sure the mascara is applied to all 
the roots of the lashes, so always start 
down at the root. I see too many people 

who start at the tip of the lashes and 
all of the weight is out there at the end 
weighing it down.

6) Blush: Find the color that excites you 
and makes you feel alive. Blush could 
be a subtle natural color, or something 
bright and daring. Apply in a simple and 
easy way, smile and apply on the apples 
of the cheek back towards the nub of 
the ear, in a downward motion. Powder 
is better for all skin types. Crème blush 
is great for drier skin or the person who 
desires a more dewy look.

7) Lips: Play have fun. Most women will 
have that “go to” color, it is an instant 
uplift for you. I really enjoy the clean 
simple face with a gloss, a simple berry, 
or a pop of a HOT fuchsia. The brighter 
or deeper you go with a lip color, the 
more confident you have got to be in 
your selection. Play, have fun, enjoy!

Keep in mind this application should 
take no longer than 3 to 5 minutes. It 
is your beauty essential, the easy way to 
walk out of the house and simply feel 
your BEST!

About the Author
Michael Moore is the Founder 
of MOORE FOR LIFE.

Since starting in the cosmetic 
industry in 1987, Moore has 
instructed countless women 
on the tips and tricks of 
makeup application, with the 
philosophy of truly being your 
own individual self every time 
you put your makeup on.

Over the years since 1987 
Moore has worked around the 
Globe with various Celebrities, 
Royal figures, and fashion 
designers and has been 
featured on the Today Show, 
The Oprah Show, as well as 
inside InStyle Magazine.

He is also Featured on our own 
local television morning shows.

Mooreforlife.com

“find the color that excites you and makes you feel alive.”

SKIN CARE TIPS & TECHNIQUES
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AR I ZO NA’S
Spring Travel Season

Arizona gracefully commanded center stage during Super Bowl 2015 as a 
setting for football interspersed with images of red rocks, Katy Perry, and 

Sonoran sunsets. If you’re inspired to take that short flight to The Grand Canyon 
State this spring, the “shoulder season”, here are tips for your getaway.

Elizabeth Hughes is a Scottsdale-based journalist with 14 years experience 
working for print and online outlets, and as an entertainment reporter for 
a national radio outlet. Elizabeth is currently splitting her time between 
Cherry Creek and Arizona. She also has a unique connection with 
Colorado’s sports heritage as the granddaughter and namesake of the late 
Elizabeth Bowlen Fagan.  |  elizabethhughes718@hotmail.com

A guest takes on a challenge 
at Canyon Ranch in Tucson

by::  el izabeth hughes

Elizabeth Hughes
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AR I ZO NA’S Pamper Your Pets: Hermosa Inn in Paradise Valley treats four-

legged guests like royalty. Everything from canine massages to pet-

friendly movies such as “101 Dalmatians” await. And for you, expect 

award-winning dining and an intimate estate filled with artwork by 

original proprietor Lon Megargee….

Live Your Life Like It’s Golden: The Fairmont Scottsdale 

Princess luxury brand Fairmont Gold offers amenities like a VIP 

Lounge with elegant food and beverage options, 

expansive accommodations, and more for 

discerning travelers…

Get into the Swing of Things: Golf 

aficionados can expect to be pushed to new 

low scores by the Elite Golf Program at The 

Boulders – A Waldorf Astoria Resort. Located 

on the Carefree border, The Boulders boasts 

concierge assistance, personal coaching, and 

post-round barbecues to links lovers…

Find Time for the Arts: Arizona is home to 

esteemed cultural attractions. On your visit, take 

in a show at The Virginia G. Piper Theater 

in Scottsdale. Renovated in 2009, the stunning 

theater showcases stars from Hollywood, 

Broadway, London, and more. It’s also located 

in the heart of Old Town – walking distance 

to galleries and stores populated by artisans like Michael and 

Laura Levenberg of Buffalo Collection. These former Aspen 

residents now run their furniture business from Arizona, so 

stop in and say hello…

Spy Celeb Chefs: If you’re dining out, you may see a 

famous chef walking the floor – like small screen stars Beau 

MacMillan (elements at Sanctuary Resort) or “Iron Chef” 

Jose Garces (Distrito at The Saguaro)…

Know your Namaste: If you’re going all-Zen-like, consider 

Canyon Ranch in Tucson. This celebrity favorite offers programs for 

the mind, body, and spirit while embracing its natural setting…At 

mii amo Spa at Enchantment Resort in Sedona, guests indulge in 

packages that include meals, services, and scenery – all in a boutique 

luxury resort with only 16 rooms…

Explore the Great Outdoors: It’s impossible to compete with 

the natural beauty that surrounds a visitor to Arizona. So, try 

“glamping.” Kim Hanna, Arizona TV personality and owner of the 

website Camping for Foodies guides travelers through the luxury 

side of camping – providing insights on the national parks and even 

(wink) mixing up a few high-end cocktails in the wild.

 

Spring Travel Season

Explore these helpful resources and enjoy 
your visit to Arizona this “shoulder season.” 

www.hermosainn.com
www.fairmont.com/scottsdale
www.theboulders.com
www.scottsdaleperformingarts.org (Insider’s tip: sign up 

for  the free e-newsletter for invitations to events & openings)

www.buffalocollection.com
www.sanctuaryoncamelback.com
www.thesaguaroscottsdale.com
www.canyonranch.com/tucson

www.miiamo.com, www.campingforfoodies 

Large photo: The intimate setting at mii amo 
at Enchantment Resort in Sedona

Above right: The Fairmont Gold offers 

discerning guests a luxury experience with 
expansive accommodations and high-end 
amenities

Above left:  Lovers of the links flock to The 
Boulders for its Elite Golf Program each year

Right: Arizona chef Beau MacMillan is known 
for small screen appearances on The Food 
Network, GSN, and more
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by Elizabeth Hamilton

I thee wed.

5

2

4

3

set the scene

seal the 
deal

W E D D I N G S :  C H E R R Y  C R E E K  S T Y L E

1

Cherry Creek North is the place for all your wedding needs!

To start, find the perfect engagement and wedding rings at Oster Jewelers, then head a 
block over to Felicé Bridal to try on your dream dress. Cherry Creek North is the place 
to plan your special day! Oster Jewelers has the most beautiful and unique settings and 
diamonds, as well as alternative diamond rings that fit into any budget.

Felicé Bridal’s goal is to provide brides with the shopping experience of their dreams. 
Both stores are family owned and operated, ensuring a personal experience second to 
none. Come in to see Felicé Bridal’s beautiful 2015 collections. Feminine and romantic, 
your experience at Felicé Bridal will be filled with care and personal attention just  
for you!

Then head up to The Stationery Company, one of Denver’s longest running card and 
stationery stores, to order your personalized invitations. From Save the Date, Rehearsal 
Dinner, to the actual Wedding invitations, The Stationery Company pride themselves 
on helping you create one-of-a-kind invitations.

And of course, every wedding features flowers…The Twisted Tulip is your floral 
destination for everything from table centerpieces to bridal bouquets and all the 
important details that make your special day perfect. The Twisted Tulip is a European-
style boutique creating floral artistry for everyday, events and weddings and more.

Don’t forget the location, location, location! The JW Marriott Denver offers the perfect 
setting - three uniquely beautiful event spaces that accommodate intimate to grand sized 
events with ease. Whether it’s housing your out-of-town guests, the rehearsal dinner, 
ceremony and reception, Sunday brunch, to all of the above – their friendly staff and 
culinary experts will ensure that every detail of your special day is beyond perfection.  

Keeping it local is always a great way to support the neighborhood. Choose Cherry 
Creek North and it can be a fantastic one-of-a-kind experience in every way!
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Cherry Creek Wedding Partners

6

turn heads

1. The Stationery Co. 
2818 E. 6th Ave., Denver 
(303) 388-1133 
stationerycompany.com

2. Oster Jewelers 
251 Steele St, Denver 
(303) 572-1111 
osterjewelers.com

3. JW Marriott Denver 
150 Clayton Ln, Denver 
(303) 316-2700 
jwmarriottdenver.com

4-5. The Twisted Tulip 
300 Fillmore St, Denver 
(303) 355-6996 
thetwistedtulip.com

6. Felicé Bridal  
3201 E 2nd Ave, Denver 
(303) 388-7637 
felicebridal.com
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OSTER JEWELERS
T H E  F I N E S T  W A T C H E S    &     D E S I G N E R  J E W E L R Y

   Melissa and 
Jeremy Oster      
         bring a 

fresh take on 

the exciting world 

of fine timepieces      
  and designer         
         jewelry
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Oster Jewelers, a locally owned and operated fine 

Jewelry store, is an established destination in the 

heart of Cherry Creek North. Founded in 2002 by Melissa and 

Jeremy Oster, this dynamic couple bring a fresh take on the 

exciting world of fine timepieces and designer jewelry. 

With expertise honed during the 12 years managing a jewelry 

store in Aspen, they set to transform the landscape in Denver 

with jewelry designers and collections never previosuly seen 

on the Front Range. Melissa,s keen eye for unearthing raw 

talent and taking risks puts Oster Jewelers at the forefront; 

carrying designers such as Lika Behar, Sylva & Cie & Melinda 

Risk among others. Oster Jewelers is recognized by the 

prestigious JCK magazine as one of the country’s top 50 

designer jewelry stores. 

If the most famous names in jewelry are more your style then 

you will be thrilled stepping into the comfortable, welcoming 

boutique. You will shop from Pomellato, Buccellati, Carrera y 

Carrera and the exquisite Wellendorff. The focus on enduring 

quality is evident in the craftsmanship in all of Oster’s jewelry 

collections. The obsession with quality and personalized 

customer service appeals to an established and incredibly 

loyal clientele. 

Now let’s talk watches… Oster Jewelers is the only Denver 

jeweler recognized by International Watch magazine in the 

annual “America’s Leading Watch Retailers.” With knowledge 

and passion rivalled by few, Jeremy exudes an energy and 

desire to educate on the virtues of the finer watch brands. 

Oster exclusively represents in Denver many of the elite names 

in watchmaking, including Audemars Piguet, Hublot, Ulysse 

Nardin, Carl F Bucherer as well as rising stars in the watch 

world such as Bremont and Speake-Marin. Jeremy started a 

career in fine watches more than 20 years ago in Aspen. Since 

then, he has represented just about every well-known brand 

as well as vintage timepieces. All of which provides Jeremy 

with an incredible knowledge of horological history, past and 

present. 
OSTER JEWELERS

T H E  F I N E S T  W A T C H E S    &     D E S I G N E R  J E W E L R Y

Always keen to share 

knowledge, Oster 

started a Meetup 

group to informally 

invite watch collectors, 

novices and anyone 

keen to learn about the 

beauty of mechanical 

timepieces into a rare 

world of knowledge, 

enthusiasm and insight. 

In just a few months 

the Meetup group has 

grown to more than 

50 members. More 

information may be 

found at http://www.

meetup.com/Denver-Watch-Enthusiasts/.

In addition to the incredible watches and jewelry, Oster Jewelers 

offers an impressive Bridal Department. One key to the success 

and growth of Oster’s Bridal business is a willingness to please 

all, regardless of budget. With innovative, alternative Bridal 

designs by Anne Sportun starting at a few thousand dollars and 

the exquisite hand-crafted Deco-inspired designs of Parisien 

jeweler Sebastien Barier the variety is remarkable yet never over-

whelming. Experienced Oster sales professionals love to educate 

and assist young buyers as well as assist established couples 

perhaps upgrading to an important Louis Glick diamond. 

Whatever your taste and budget, Oster Jewelers is a special 

stop for those looking for distinctive, fine quality jewelry. Visit 

the charming Cherry Creek North boutique and you will feel 

welcomed into a world of imaginative watches and jewelry. You 

will be glad that you did and you too may become an Oster 

customer for life. 

251 steele street ~ cherry creek north

303.572.1111 ~ osterjewelers.com
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Heads up, Baby 
Boomers. It’s time to 
get fit and we’re not 
talking about your 
mother’s exercise class.
Orangetheory Fitness may be the best 
solution to getting your mojo back and 
melting the pounds away, whether you’re 
16 or 60. The program, with nearly 200 
studios nationwide, opened in Denver 
back in 2012 and, judging by its success, 
may change the fitness equation in 
Colorado forever. 

Fourteen locations thus far dot the metro 
area. Two more are on the drawing board 
for the first quarter of the year; ten more 
by 2016. Each one operates the same way, 
bringing a fresh and challenging workout 
program to the city’s already varied mix 
of budget fitness centers, national chain 
gyms, and elite clubs— all vying for  
your membership. 

Each jam-packed hour of an 
Orangetheory workout (no two are ever 
the same) combines the two necessary 
elements to hold interest; great music and 
variety. Trust me; I’m 66 and started four 
months ago with all the usual complaints; 

arthritic knees, weak wrists and arms, 
occasional lower back pain, 20 unwanted 
extra pounds, and high blood pressure. 
(Sound familiar?) Since then I’ve broken 
out of what seemed like a cryogenic freeze 
and am clearly on my way to recovery. 
My endurance has increased, my joints 
don’t hurt anymore, and although I have 
only lost five pounds, the package has 
clearly changed. Down one size.

So what is Orangetheory 
anyway? The name refers 
to the magical marriage 
of digital technology 
and cardio output; 
each level of effort 
automatically 
tracked by a 
wearable Blue Tooth 
device monitoring 
your heart rate 
while you work out 
in a series of intense, 
interval training spurts. 
These “blocks” are designed to drive 
up your heart rate and increase calorie 
burn. Each level of intensity shows up on 
a wall mounted screen, changing colors 
as you progress; grey (inert), blue (warm 
up), green (fat burn), orange (sugar burn) 
and red (overdrive). Every minute in the 
orange zone translates into “after burn,” 

or raised metabolism, wherein your body 
will continue to burn calories long after 
the workout ends while it replenishes  
lost oxygen. 

In the company’s own words “Backed 
by the science of post-exercise oxygen 
consumption (EPOC), our heart-rate 
monitored training is designed to keep 
heart rates in a target zone that stimulates 
metabolism and increases energy. The 

result is the Orange Effect – more 
energy, visible toning and 

extra calorie burn for up 
to 36 hours after your 

workout!”

All of this takes place 
on easy-to-use, basic 
equipment; a fleet of 
treadmills; a gaggle of 

rowing machines, and a 
weight room lined with 

TRX bands for resistance 
training, plus benches, free 

weights, BOSU® balls, kettle balls 
and ab rollers. Most of the time, your 
own body weight is the resistance and 
that’s more than enough. 

Linda Loughrey, another 60+ member at 
the Cherry Hills location, adds this. “I’d 
become a couch potato and wanted to get 
off of blood pressure meds.  

by Corinne Brown

Turning Orange  
After Fifty
with Orangetheory Fitness

My endurance has 
increased, my joints 
don’t hurt anymore, 

and although I 
have only lost five 

pounds, the package 
has clearly changed. 

Down one size.

"
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I started in November when the 
studio opened and convinced a friend 
to join with me. We both find it 
physically challenging, especially in 
the upper body and core, but fun. 
We just go at our own pace and do 
what we can. Both of us have seen a 
minor weight loss, but everything fits 
better!” 

In spite of all the high tech features, 
the human factor makes the 
difference: a staff of enthusiastic 
trainers wearing microphones start 
things off at a feverish pitch and  
never let up, guiding each group to its 
timed conclusion. Large classes often 
divide into three zones and somehow, 
these multi-tasking, highly trained 
fitness pros manage to keep the 
rotation smooth.

Against a relentless backdrop of the 
best Rock n’Roll, Rap, Country, 
and R&B classics, the trainers 
urge, motivate, push, and otherwise 
keep everyone going with humor 
and enthusiasm. Whether they’re 
demonstrating the moves for the 
weight room, or correcting our  
form on the rowing machines,  
they make Orangetheory a very 
personal experience.

Speed and repetition goals are 
suggested but beginners can set their 
own pace, selecting number of miles 
per hour and incline on the treads, 
heaviness of weights, and other 
variables, but at some point, the 
trainer urges everyone to take it up a 
notch and “give it all you’ve got.”

 While some lean and lithe, twenty-
something leaps beside you like a 
gazelle at five miles an hour on the 
treads, you’re trundling along at 
3.5 mph wondering if you can still 
breathe. Obeying the voice urging you 
to “empty your tank,” you raise the 
speed to 4.0 mph for 60 seconds and 
feel your pulse skyrocket. Above you, 
your screen turns orange and hovers 
at red. Like Pavlov’s dog, you push 
harder, having learned that the reward 
is everything! An endorphin rush 
trumps the pain, and you push harder 
still. Exhausted at the end of an hour, 
you’ve triumphed with a 400+ calorie 
burn and a nice blend of colorful 
blocks on your screen, a winner.

Addictive? You bet. But in a good 
way. Once home, your workout 
score awaits you in your email box, 
a super way to track your progress. 
Reservations for the classes are a must, 
done anytime at your convenience 
on-line or with the new Orangetheory 
Fitness App. Open seven days a week 
from 5:00 a.m to 8:00 p.m. on some 
nights, it’s easy to schedule a vital 
hour for yourself if you really want 
to. No more excuses. Extra benefits 
include nutrition clinics, weight loss 
competitions, and alignment and 
rowing classes to get the most out of 
your workout—everything you need 
to succeed.

So if you’re wondering if 
Orangetheory has room for the 
Boomer generation, have no fear.  
You can do this. Three 60-minute 
workouts a week just might change 
your life. It’s certainly changing mine.

About the Founder

Ellen Latham 
partner and 
founder of OTF.

Not only does Ellen own her own gym 
in South Florida, Ellen’s Ultimate 
Workout, she is also partner and 
founder of Orangetheory Fitness, the 
energizing and fast-growing fitness 
franchise that is sweeping the nation. 
She’s a highly trained physiologist with 
a strong desire to be on the cutting 
edge of fitness and designed a one-of-a-
kind, group personal training workout 
broken into intervals of cardiovascular 
and strength training. 

Health and fitness have been a part 
of Ellen’s life for years, as she’s been 
inspiring and training clients for 
nearly four decades. Her father was a 
physical education teacher in Niagara 
Falls, New York, which had a hand in 
her entry into the world of fitness. She 
is motivated every day by watching 
her clients achieve their fitness goals 
through her workouts and uses that to 
fuel her innovation within the industry. 
There’s no telling how high Ellen can 
climb in 2015. Orangetheory Fitness 
has already transformed into one of 
the world’s top fitness franchises, 
and the concept has helped tens of 
thousands of members lose weight, get 
toned and meet their overall fitness 
goals in a short amount of time. The 
fitness franchise is on track to open 500 
studios by 2017. With high-intensity 
interval training on the rise, Ellen and 
Orangetheory have pioneered and 
perfected a unique workout that is 
changing bodies across the country.spring 2015 :: cherrycreeknow.com 33 
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meet our advertisers

Crepes ‘n Crepes
Cherry Creek North
2816 East 3rd Ave
Denver, CO
303.320.4184

Downtown
1512 Larimer Street
Denver, CO
303.534.1620

www.crepesncrepes.com

Crepes ‘n Crepes Has Expanded
We now have a “real dining room”!

 A long time icon of Cherry Creek 
North, Crepes ‘n Crepes has expand-
ed, now boasting that “we have a real 
dining room,” as many customers have 
said.  When it  first opened, 10 years 
ago, it was tucked into a tiny space,  
between two retail shops at the back 
of a courtyard. As the business grew, it 
expanded to an inner, outdoor garden, 
which included heating and coverings.  
Another expansion west, added a new 
dining room. 
And finally, last fall, a substantial 
space was gained on the east side, with 
the remodel of an adjacent retail space. 
With floor to ceiling windows on the 
north and west sides, it is both light 
and airy. An exciting part of the expan-
sion is the use of the front courtyard 
and patio for outdoor dining enjoy-
ment. Tables adorned with French 
tablecloths, and colorful umbrellas 
provide a sunny respite for patrons.  
Flowers and a center fountain create a 
wonderful ambiance. 
 Now, Crepes ‘n Crepes can ac-
commodate both large and small par-
ties; a popular spot to host a bridal or 
baby shower. With the additional 800 
square feet of dining area, and outdoor 
patio, it comfortabley handles a crowd. 
 Crepes ‘n Crepes is located on 
East Third Street in Cherry Creek 
North. It is open Sunday and Monday 
8:30AM to 3PM, and Tuesday through 

Saturday 8:30AM to 10 PM. Happy 
hour is 4 to 6PM every week day, of-
fering petit crepes and $4.00 wines by 
the glass.  A special time is the Night 
Caps Special from 9 to 10PM every 
night; again offering a smaller size 
crepe and wines. Often the bar is full 
during that time as people come in for 
dessert and a night cap.
 Don’t let another minute pass by 
before treating yourself to this little 
slice of French heaven.  And if down-
town, enjoy Crepes ‘n Crepes’ second 
location at Writers Square, on  the 16th 
Street Mall.
 Visit the website at www.crepesn-
crepes.com for a complete menu along 
with updated weekly specials.   
 

Wine Wednesday
Please Join Us 

for our Wine Tasting Series

Every 3rd Wednesday 
of the month, 5:30-7pm 

at our Cherry Creek location
Select French Wines that will 

Savor Your Palette! 

$12/ person for each wine series. 
Includes wines & savory appetizers!

Crepes ‘n Crepes is an authentic French creperie and bar. It serves 
many entrée or savory crepes, soups and salads, along with an array 
of sweet dessert crepes. Crepes ‘n Crepes also serves many authentic 

French apertifs, digestives, wines, beers, and cocktails.  

To assure your reservation, please choose a preferred 
credit card or pay upon arrival - merci!
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42 Men's  Sty le

The Base in Men’s Fashion

S pring brings many joyous occasions like Easter, 
Mother’s Day, Fathers Day, Prom, Weddings, 

and so much more. It’s the time of year where every man has 
an opportunity to impress by choosing the right colors to 

incorporate in to their outfits. 
This year, let’s make you look 
your very best! 

Pink, Pink, Pink - Men 
can look “Pretty in Pink” too! 
Easter and Mother’s Day is the 
time of the year where pastels 

matter. As men, 
our outfits pretty 
much never 
consist of pastel 
colors so why not 
jump all in this 
Easter and try it 

out. Some suggestions for ya!

Pant :: Pastel / White / Cream / Light Gray

Belt:: Liven things up a bit with a nice light brown belt

shirt :: Definitely choose a short or long sleeve button 
down (sleeves rolled up) or polo shirt

overcoat :: Spring overcoat or sweater

Tie :: (depending on the outfit) make it stand out - Use 
a nice pastel and make it “pop”

sock :: Make them fun - choose a light patterned 
sock that matches your color scheme 

shoe :: A nice Chukka Boot, Boat Shoe, Oxford, 
Wingtip, or Buck shoe

hat :: If you must wear a hat choose an Ivy Cap or a 
nice Summer or Straw Fedora hat

As always, make 
sure your outfit flows 
nicely while still popping 
out for your audience. 
If you are choosing to wear a pastel pant (always choose a lighter 
pastel) pair it with a patterned top. For example, a pastel light pink 
pant can be paired with a darker deep blue and white patterned 
top. Slap on a great pattered and colorful gray sock to compliment 
your pink pastel pant and finish it off with a beautiful dark or light 
gray Buck Shoe. If you are feeling really explorative and excited try 
a dark blue or white Buck Shoe! 

It is also quite possible that the weather may be a bit cold. If 
so, choose a light overcoat that will compliment your outfit. Stay 
away from bulky coats. For the purposes of our example, we would 
want to choose a light gray or cream colored overcoat.  

An easy rule to follow: Pastel colors always go well with more 
saturated colors.

Now get our there and explore, shop and remember to visit 
and support our local retailers in Cherry Creek North.

Spring Edition

Spring is upon us and 

the time to liven up 

your attire has come!

 Cherry Creek Now Contributing Editor, 
Kevin Tydlaska, has been in the entertain-
ment and fashion industry for over 10 years. 
A Colorado native, Kevin took an opportu-
nity in New York City where he interned with 
fashion/celebrity photographer Mike Ruiz, 
CBS Photo, and became an author at a 
New York City based entertainment website. 
 Eventually, Colorado drew Kevin and his family back where he 
now runs Kevin Tydlaska Photography. His work has been featured in 
Inked Magazine, The Denver Post, online and throughout numerous 
homes in Colorado, Florida and New York. 
 Kevin is thrilled to be a contributing editor and looks forward to 
sharing the latest men’s fashion trends, entertainment news, featured 
restaurants, and top buys from Cherry Creek North. 
   Visit KevinTydlaska.com to learn more about Kevin.

by::  kevin tydlaska

Kevin Tydlaska
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I’ll admit, I am a hopeless romantic and have come to the 
conclusion that it is now time to share some date night suggestions 

with you! You will thank me, so for the purposes of accepting your 
thanks I will simply say, you’re welcome! Here we go...

Dessert  Yes, you read that right; dessert first, dinner later. Oftentimes, we 
relish in our meals and skip desert. No more. Sweets are a perfect way to romantically 
connect with your partner via your tastebuds, so why not start the night off right! 
Cherry Creek has amazing options for dessert. Be sure to visit these...

Big Fat Cupcake: On Adams Street, between East 1st and East 2nd Ave 

Crêpes n’ Crêpes: On East 3rd, between Detroit and Fillmore

Dinner  Dinner comes second. Choose a great sit down 
restaurant, indulge in a glass of wine, and take the time to talk 
and enjoy your food. If you have a bit more time, make it fun and 
choose a few restaurants to hop around to. Do an appetizer and 
glass of wine at one restaurant, then choose another for dinner. 
It’s a fun way to keep movement and excitement during the night. 
Some great suggestions for dinner are...
Piatti: Italian cuisine, great ambiance located on the corner of East 
2nd Ave and St. Paul Street 

Hillstone: American cuisine, great wine located on the corner of 
East 3rd Ave and Josephine Street

Cherry Creek Grill: American cuisine, great ambiance located on 
East 2nd Ave. and Steele Street

There are many more options when it comes to restaurants but for the sake of space, I’ll 
feature more in our upcoming issues of Cherry Creek Now Magazine! 

Entertainment After you have enjoyed dessert and dinner, take a romantic stroll 
through the beautiful streets of Cherry Creek North and end the evening by joining Cherry 

Creek Theatre for an authentic live theatre experience. 

Housed in the Shaver Ramsey Rug Store, located on the corner of East 3rd Ave. and 
Josephine Street, Cherry Creek Theatre features some of Denver’s most talented actors 
and always delights their patrons with beautifully written plays and musicals. Currently 
playing Arthur Miller’s All My Sons (March 6th - March 29th), Cherry Creek Theatre 
has also added two additional shows to the season, Driving Miss Daisy and Sondheim on 

Sondheim. This theatre is sure to give you an experience you will not forget. 

Afterwards, end your evening with a stroll back to your vehicle chatting about the amazing 
show you just saw, the dessert you just have to have again, and the new-found appreciation 
you have for your Cherry Creek date night.  

Date Night in Cherry Creek

If you are like me, and most other couples in my life, you have a designated “date night;” a night specifically set 
aside with no kids and no interruptions where you and your partner can enjoy a glass of wine, a fabulous dinner, a show, 
or perhaps a nice romantic walk around Wash Park. If you don’t have a designated date night, get on it, immediately! 

Weekly date nights, in my opinion, are essential and a fantastic way to connect with your partner on a weekly basis. 
This is your perfect opportunity to keep the romance alive and kicking in your relationship. Fortunately for us, Cherry 
Creek has exactly what you need to make your date night a spectacular experience! 

by::  kevin tydlaska

The 
Cherry 
Creek North 
“Perfect 
Date,” 

according 
to Kevin 
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